Barnetby Boarding Kennels 07725948835
Rookery Farm, Railway Street, Barnetby, DN38 6DJ
A day in the life of the kennels.
The kennels are on site to our family home so there is always someone nearby.
My house is less than 5 mins away.
Each morning I arrive at the kennels say good morning & check each dog is happy, I start by taking
each dog from a walk around the fields, early morning stretch of their legs & fresh air.
When we get back, the kennel will be cleaned while the dog can run around the secure garden area
to the rear of the kennels. The shutter door will be open so dogs can access the outer area for fresh
air & daylight all throughout the day, which is still undercover to protect from rain etc.
Fresh water will be provided, and breakfast given, plus any medication if required.
Dogs will be walked again in the afternoon, along with another play in the garden and kennels
cleaned again. Food provided at tea time as required along with medication if needed.
Your dog will get lots of TLC and attention throughout their stay with us.
All bedding will be checked daily and laundered as required, replaced with new while being
cleaned.
In the evening, I will come back and tuck the dogs into bed, replenish the water bowls, and shut the
shutter doors, turn on heat lamps if needed.
During the day, I will be onsite and possibly walking the dogs most part of the day, please note that
this routine is similar most days but varies on the times due to weather conditions or the time of the
year.
I often arrange to meet customers usually during the day but sometimes out of hours in the evening
if it is more convenient, but not to disturb the dogs at night.

All dogs get plenty of attention during the day and can be exercised with other dogs if agreed by
owner first.
You can provide your own food, or we supply a variety of dry & wet foods.
I have raised beds, which you can provide your own bedding or I have plenty, all checked and
cleaned.dogs can be bathed / groomed with our Dog Groomer. (Prices on request.)
I use disinfectant that is specially made for Kennels & places with animals.

Payment on collection, Cash or Cards accepted.
www.barnetbyboardingkennels.co.uk
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A day in the life of the kennels.
Ensuring dogs are kept on a lead and under control in communal areas.
Ensuring dogs showing signs of aggression are muzzled
Ensuring dog rooms are clearly labelled so that staff and residents are aware that a
dog may be inside
Ensuring dogs are neutered to reduce the risk of aggression & straying.
Ensuring dogs are regularly wormed and treated for fleas
Ensuring dogs showing signs of illness are seen by a vet as soon as possible
Ensuring you have a comprehensive dog policy in place.

Payment on collection, Cash or Cards accepted.
www.barnetbyboardingkennels.co.uk

